PUBLIC NOTICE AND A DISCLAIMER

REF: REQUEST FOR QUOTATION (RFQ) FOR FIGHT AGAINST GLOBAL HEALTH EMERGENCY (COVID-19)

The United Nations’ attention has been drawn to a fictitious procurement notice circulating on various media platforms and cautions the general public to dissociate itself from this notice.

The said procurement notice is requesting for quotation for the provision of Rallox Carbon Z899 Dust Proof Sports Mask to fight against the global health emergency (COVID-19).

The UN in Ghana further advises the public, in unconditional terms that, it does not authorize or sponsor any consultant, agency or organization, to charge a fee on its behalf for any form of procurement or recruitment process. Please note that all genuine UN notices follow strict rules and procedures and are announced/published on UN websites. We advise the general public to visit UN agencies’ websites to confirm any such information/notices, including vacancy notices.

In this particular case where the fake request for quotation is purported to be coming from the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), we advise the public to visit the UNDP website (www.gh.undp.org) or access the direct link below for information on current procurement notices: https://www.gh.undp.org/content/ghana/en/home/procurement.html

The UN in Ghana remains committed to working with the Government of Ghana to fight the coronavirus disease (COVID-19). For further information on the UN System in Ghana, please visit: https://ghana.un.org/
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